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Season 1, Episode 10
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The Wrong Man



Gary has to stop a man from his old office from killing himself. Marcia visits him with the news that she's getting married. She won't reveal the identity of her soon-to-be husband, but Gary finds out it's Phil Pritchard, his old jerky boss. Gary is not happy about it and a series of accidents make it look like he's trying to purposely hurt Pritchard and get in the way of their wedding. When the paper brings the headline that Pritchard is going to be murdered, Gary refuses to help him, but Chuck convinces him to do so. He also must stop Sam (the office mailboy for the past 9 years) from killing Pritchard.
Quest roles:
Marc Vann, Rya Kihlstedt, Time Winters, Jim True-Frost, Archie Lang


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 December 1996, 21:00
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